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Why go to the Moon?

• Moon offers a natural environment for constructing large-scale GW interferometer 

• The atmospheric pressure on the surface is comparable to LIGO’s ultra high vacuum 

• At low-frequencies, Moon is seismically quieter than the Earth 

• Only weakly affected by environmental factors. Not corrupted (yet) by any human activities. 

• Long term investment which can be improved for decades (unlike space missions)  

• NASA Artemis, NASA Commercial Lunar Payload Services, Private Industries, 
ESA European Large Logistics Lander, Chinese Lunar Exploration Program …
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• First concept design in the NASA Artemis and 
detection era for a GW observatory on the Moon 

• Relies on feasible interferometer technologies -  
similar to LIGO, ET - we know this setup works! 

• Deployment through lunar landers 

• Triangular geometry, temperature  
controlled domes to host optics and  
protect from cosmic rays

~Tens of km

End stations 
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4Video: Ravikiran S Hegde, Debarati Chatterjee (LIGO-India) 



GLOC: A “new window” in the GW spectrum
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• Two projections for sensitivity: 

• GLOC conservative: flow = 1 Hz  

• GLOC optimal: flow = 0.25 Hz 

• Improvement below ~1 Hz will be 
governed by the seismic noise and 
the suspension thermal noise  

• The seismic noise in GLOC could be 
at least 3-4 orders of magnitude 
lower than an ET-like configuration 
on Earth. 



GLOC: An Unprecedented Cosmological Observatory
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• Rare advantage of accessing GWs 
across many orders of magnitude in 
mass - from sub-solar dark matter 
candidates to massive black holes. 

• Large fraction of the entire 
cosmological population of these 
systems could be observed into the 
dark ages of the universe.



Advances the science goals with Earth and Space facilities
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• High SNR sources at cosmological 
scales: a new probe in the SMBH seed 
formation 

• Multi-wavelength measurement for all 
stellar compact binaries 

• Triple band measurements for pair-
instability SNe black holes: earth, moon, 
space 



GLOC: a Novel Multi-messenger Probe for Dark Energy
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KPJ and A. Loeb (arXiv: 2007.08550, 2020;  Journal of Cosmology & Astroparticle Physics, 2021)

• BNS up to redshift ~2 will be “in band” for an entire 
orbital period of the Moon, allowing sharp  
sky-location early on for EM follow up 

• Lighter BBHs (like GW151226) would be seen days 
in advance. Combined measurement with 3G 
detectors can put sky-location at the angular scale 
of galaxy! 

• New sources for high redshift dark sirens to 
independently measure the cosmic evolution



GLOC: unique telescope for calibrating Type Ia supernovae

NASA

• Long-term detection sensitivity at ~1 Hz is unique 
to GLOC 

• Enables a direct discrimination between the single 
and double degenerate scenarios of Type Ia SN 

• If the progenitors of are mergers of two white 
dwarfs, GLOC can detect up to ∼2 Gpc 

• Reduces the error budget in calibrating the 
standard candles
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Towards an international lunar GW community
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@ Particle Physics

@ NASA Artemis 
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GLOC in news!



Once we overcome the barrier of 
landing on the moon,  

a whole new horizon opens  
for our civilization  

to probe the fundamental  
laws of Nature.

Thank you!


